Calm, cool and collected, Barry Keldoulis is not content simply being at the forefront of the local contemporary art scene. Pursuing new markets for his stable of emerging artists, including a growing base of international curators and collectors, is par-for-the-course. He shares his views with Jane Raffan about the state of the scene here and abroad — from Art Month to art fairs, galleries on the ground and in the cloud — and what lies ahead for gbk.

GH: It’s been stated elsewhere that you “fell into” contemporary art in the 1980s working for Henry Geldzahler, who was at the time Commissioner for Cultural Affairs for New York City. If art wasn’t a natural fit, tell us something of your personal background and your education and training.

JR: Well I did fall into it, but it was also a natural fit. I had studied philosophy, and as contemporary art is a marriage of ideas and aesthetics, it was almost an logical extension. But I had become involved in the arts before leaving Australia, going to galleries and museums, hanging out with artists and thespians.

GH: Did you think of your time in New York as an apprenticeship of sorts, or were you simply living the life?

JR: Hmm, an apprenticeship of sorts I guess. Henry was certainly a master in his field, an art historical genius. He could pick references at fifty paces, often where none was perhaps intended. So hanging out with Henry for 8 hours a day was certainly an education by osmosis. Also, of course, my friends were the graffiti artists, the neo conceptualists and the new gallerists downtown, all part of the heady explosion of creativity in the visual arts in NY at that time. It was pretty much the epicentre of the birth of a new living city precinct (as distinct from an industrial area) and was fresh, like the artists I was showing. The particular circumstances of the complex at that time also meant I was able to expand within the complex, but ultimately that wasn’t possible again and I moved to the current space in which I have not only good-sized main and project spaces, but also ample client viewing areas and storage.

GH: How important was the foot traffic? Was this a consideration in your relocation near you?

JR: Foot traffic was perhaps the reason I moved from my original little shopfront in Chippendale to Danks Street and it was great for the young artists to be seen by so many people for their imagery to enter the collective unconscious (yes Jung rather than Freud), but ultimately the foot traffic was a killer. As at gbk we like to engage with people in the gallery, when there are too many people you can’t get anything done (ill after 6pm). But also, as Danks St became a very popular destination for reasons beyond contemporary art, so the traffic changed.

GH: Well you’ve operated your own gallery in Australia now for nearly 10 years, spending several years at Danks Street Depot. Does the ‘pod’ theory work in practice for galleries?

JR: Just about right on 9 years, gbk opened in May 2003. The ‘pod’ thing can work, and it probably depends on the type of city and type of gallery. Danks Street worked for me at that time. It was the perfect planning and past preparation prevents poor performance, 2003.

GH: And from pods to the cloud – how do you think galleries might better promote their value-add to the art-buying experience in competition with an ever increasing online consumer presence? In your view what’s the chief value of white walled spaces over virtual ones?

JR: Hmm this is a tricky, because one doesn’t want to sound like a technophobic old fuddy-duddy and the internet does not diminish in importance, but which on the small screen can become. But they are also an opportunity for ‘outside events’ do work. They relieve the ho-hum and routine ordinariness that the cycle of openings and closings can become. They are also an opportunity for a sometimes broader, sometimes deeper discussion about contemporary art. Art Month has been successful in bringing new people into the galleries, broadening the base of appreciation for contemporary art and these added events, I think, are a bonus for the newcomers and old stalwarts alike.

GH: ‘One would hope that the internet does not come to dominate so entirely that only works that look good and can be fully appreciated on the computer screen are the works that get made and seen’. Ultimately, I could probably count on two hands the works I’ve sold to people who have just wandered into the gallery. Let’s face it, for very contemporary art, I can put it like that, you build a client base. So yes, on top of the need for more space, a more art-targeted foot traffic was the plan, but still in the ‘hood.

JR: Sydney’s annual Art Month in March saw a number of art walks and precinct parties designed to draw people out and into the galleries. Do galleries now need to host events outside their regular openings to draw people in?

BK: Head is a strong word, but yes those ‘outside events’ do work. They relieve the ho-hum and routine ordinariness that the cycle of openings and closings can become. They are also an opportunity for a sometimes broader, sometimes deeper discussion about contemporary art. Art Month has been successful in bringing new people into the galleries, broadening the base of appreciation for contemporary art and these added events, I think, are a bonus for the newcomers and old stalwarts alike.
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We do sell works over the internet, and I think this is broadly true, but it is generally artists who have an already established presence and record of quality, and of whom a rabid collector might just want A work, any work. So, in summary, depending on the work, an encounter with the work may be essential, and this is certainly more true for emerging rather than established artists. One would hope that the internet does not come to dominate so entirely that only works that look good and can be fully appreciated on the computer screen are the works that get made and seen. But in a world where we are more used to constant change, perhaps there is room for spaces other than the traditional sedentary “white cube” (I’m thinking of some successful “pop-ups” I’ve been to recently).

JR: Art fairs, too, are moving online, with VIP Online being the most recent high profile case in point. Is this something you’d be interested in? Do gallerists see them as just another traffic funneling portal, such as the New Zealand based Ocula, where gbk has a presence, or do they offer something more than directing traffic?

BK: At this stage I must admit these don’t particularly interest me, partly for the reasons stated above, and that they seem to work best for very established artists. The potential plus, as with all art fairs, is greater exposure and brand recognition.

The international divide

JR: It has been written elsewhere that you have an interest in cultivating the international component of your business. Does this mean you have an interest in opening a gallery overseas, or just ramping up your international presence via art fairs, real and or virtual?

BK: My interest is in always doing the best thing for my artists, and I am only interested in artists whose work is capable of standing on the international stage. So, one tries to work out the best way to garner not just momentary international exposure, but to develop a presence. So art fairs are one component and operate alongside exhibiting in sometimes humble artist-run spaces, interesting commercial galleries and all the way up to prestigious museums. It is, of course, a two-way street and Australians are often focused on getting our art over there, but I have always maintained an international presence in gbk’s exhibiting schedule to create an ongoing dialogue between our art scene and the rest of the world. When I first moved to Darlinghurst, I ran my Chippendale space as a project space for a number of months, and it was a nightmare! So much of Star Trek has come true, but unfortunately one still cannot be in two places at once! So I am not really interested in opening a gallery as such overseas. But note above my interest in ‘pop-ups’.

JR: With an ever-growing number of art fairs there is added pressure on galleries to find enough fresh, good work from their stable for competing audiences and back-to-back seasons. Is there enough work being produced by artists in general to support dealers in two countries and a raft of fairs?

BK: Difficult to generalise, as it is different for each artist (or art couple/group) and also at different times in their lives. You never know when someone might get pregnant or just need a fallow period in their creative cycle, so keep contingency plans in place.

JR: How does the Australian market compare to New York, for example. What are the major differences? Would you show different artists?

BK: Well, there are many art markets, even within Sydney, I believe simply there is good art and not good art. And part of what makes the good stuff good is that these days it will stand up to international scrutiny, but without losing its “local flavour”, its grounding in place and lived experience. So I probably wouldn’t show different artists, but differing national characteristics might influence the way one facilitates interaction between art and viewer.

JR: Several of your artists have practices that encompass video. Have you seen appreciation of this media growing? More so on an international level?

BK: Interestingly Australia leads the world in terms of the penetration of video art into the domestic (home/private collector) market. About a third of our sales would be video works and the market is growing.
Barry Keldoulis

Interview

Art Fairs - here, there and everywhere

JR: You have recently returned from Art HK. Which artists did you show and how were they received? How has the fair evolved in its 5th year?

BK: The fair has evolved in its 5th year. The main galleries section was on a different floor − was resolved and worked much better than the previous arrangement at last year’s fair, where the Main Galleries section was on a different floor. The fair maintains its quality and continues to attract collectors from Paris coming to the fair − Main Galleries, Asia One and Art Futures present a new and exciting showcase of the latest and most contemporary work. The fair − Main Galleries, Asia One and Art Futures − was resolved and worked much better than the previous arrangement at last year’s fair, where the Main Galleries section was on a different floor.

JR: You were one of the three Australian galleries accepted into the main galleries section of the Hong Kong Art Fair the other two being Anna Schwartz and Roslyn Oxley. That’s quite an achievement. Why do you think your gallery was chosen?

BK: We sold works by every one of the artists we exhibited, so obviously the work was very well received and there continues to be a follow-up interest in the artists shown but also in the wider gallery stable, as people explore further through the internet.

The relationship between the different sections of the fair – Main Galleries, Asia One and Art Futures – was resolved and worked much better than the previous arrangement at last year’s fair, where the Main Galleries section was on a different floor. The fair maintains its quality and continues to evolve in terms of collector attendance.
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The future

JR: Are you hoping to show at any other art fairs in the near future? Art Basel, the New York Armoury, I can’t really speak for other galleries I’m afraid, but our sales at art fairs comprise a significant proportion of our overall sales, and in turn our international sales make up a significant proportion of our overall sales. Aside from direct sales, as I mentioned above, it’s the exposure to curators, academics, writers, consultants and the general public, in what I like to term the spider web effect, where a work itself or a catalogue with images ends up in a foreign household, and those people’s friends and colleagues spread the web further afield.

JR: With regards to your role as a board member of the Melbourne Art Fair, how has your participation at ARtHk influenced your thinking going forward?

BK: I can’t really speak for other galleries I’m afraid, but our sales at art fairs comprise a significant proportion of our overall sales, and in turn our international sales make up a significant proportion of our overall sales. Aside from direct sales, as I mentioned above, it’s the exposure to curators, academics, writers, consultants and the general public, in what I like to term the spider web effect, where a work itself or a catalogue with images ends up in a foreign household, and those people’s friends and colleagues spread the web further afield.

JT: Art Fairs Australia has recently announced a major new art fair, Sydney Contemporary to be held in April 2013 and will also manage the Melbourne Art Fair from 2014. What effect will these fairs have on the local contemporary art scene?

BK: These will be very well organised fairs with a sophisticated international network at the highest level and will be a great asset to the contemporary Australian scene.
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